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Quantum gravity has been so elusive because we have tried to approach
it by two paths which can never meet: quantum mechanics and general
relativity. These contradict each other not only in superdense regimes,
but also in the vacuum.
We explore a straight road to quantum gravity here|the one man-
dated by Cliord-algebra covariance. This bridges the gap from microscales|
where the massive Dirac propagator is a sum over null zig-zags|to macroscales|
where we see the energy-momentum current, ∗T and the resulting Einstein
curvature, ∗G. For massive particles, ∗T flows in the \cosmic time" di-
rection, y0|centrifugally in an expanding universe.
Neighboring centrifugal currents of ∗T present opposite spacetime vor-
ticities ∗G to the boundaries of each others’ worldtubes, so they advect|
i.e. attract, as we show here by integrating a Spinc-4 Lagrangian by parts
in the spinfluid regime.
This boundary integral not only explains why stress-energy ∗T is the





that depends on the current scale factor of our
expanding Friedmann 3-brane! On the microscopic scale, quantum gravity
appears naturally as the statistical mechanics of null zig-zags of massive
particles in \imaginary time," y0.
1 The Spinfluid Flow: Dilation-Boost Current
We derive Einstein’s eld equations here by recognizing Einstein curvature G
and energy-momentum T as dierent expressions for the same flux|the \spin-
fluid current" 3 form|and that these expressions must match on the boundaries
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∂B4 of the worldtubes of massive particles. We then look at a patch of this
boundary at a microscopic scale|where the matter current is resolved into a
sum over null zig-zags.
What is essential to recognize rst is that the macroscopic energy-momentum
current T (x) is the Noether current of the spinor (matter) elds under the
active local dilation/boost flow ϕα (x) and that the dilation current, or energy
density, is centrifugally outward in an expanding universe, M [?].
Conserved currents spring from invariances. We use Spinc-4, the complexi-
cation of (Spin-4) U (1), as our isometry group on expanding, curved space,
M  (T, S3 (T )); a family of space-like hypersurfaces parametrized by cosmic
time T . After Sachs [?], we call E the Einstein group. Cosmic expansion and
boost-covariance demand that E be nonunitary|i.e. have Hermitian (H), as
well as anti-Hermitian (aH) generators.
Let’s view our spacetime M as lled with a spinc-4 fluid or spinfluid: an
inhomogeneous distribution of 4 spinor elds, ψI (x), and 4 dual spinors ψI (x).
Suppose that each may be created from the homogeneous vacuum distribution
ψ^ by active-local Einstein (EA) transformations [?], [?]:
(1)
ψI (x) = exp (i2ζαI (x) σα) ψ^I  gI (x) ψ^I ,
ψI (x) = ψ^I exp
(
i2ζIα (x)σα
  ψ^IgI (x) ;
α = (0, 1, 2, 3) .
In the PTC-symmetric geometrical-optics regime, the path-dependent phase
shifts dζαI (x) = −dζIα (x) are complex:
gIdgI  g−1I dgI = i2dζαI (x) σα = i2 [dθαI (x)− idϕαI ]σα  ΩI (x) . (2)
The ΩI (x) are the spin connections or vector potentials|the gl (2,C)-valued 1
forms that enter into the covariant derivatives of each spinor eld:
rβψI  (∂β + ΩIβ (x))ψI .
The ΩI record the phase shift of each spin frame [?], [?] in any direction at
x 2 M due to local sources|and of the global (vacuum) distribution.
Their path dependences, or holonomies
gIddgI  KI = dΩI + ΩI ^ΩI (3)
are the spin curvatures|the elds. Their anti-Hermitian (aH) parts are the
u (1)  su (2) (electroweak) and su (3) (strong) elds. Their Hermitian (H)
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